In this paper I introduce readers to some basic Marxist ideas to help you understand Marx's thinking on rent and its applicability to the taxation of economic rent, specifically resource rents. I argue that because of the high levels of capital investment in the mining industry, Marx's concept of absolute rent does not apply but that what he describes as monopoly rent, and differential rent I and II are components of resource rents. The process of taxing resource rents involves a battle between the state as landlord and mining capital as both a new landlord and exploiter of the minerals. That battle is over the split up of the resource monopoly rent inhered in the land but also between the state and mining capital over a share of the monopoly rent mining capital extracts in the process of production from other capital. The taxation of this latter aspect of resource rents acts as an imperfect substitute for competition by lowering the super profits the specific monopolists and oligopolists receive and thus helping to equalise profit rates. Company tax cuts redistribute the monopoly rents obtained during the production process to the other sectors of capital from whom the rent has in their eyes been monopolised.
INTRODUCTION
Taxing economic rent, at least resource rents, was an important part of the thinking and recommendations of Australia's Future Tax System Report, 1 better known as the Henry Tax
Review and partially taken up by the Gillard Government in its Minerals Resource Rent Tax, a tax which began operation on 1 July 2012.
This raises the question -what is economic rent? In answering that question this paper looks not only at the ideas of some mainstream economists about economic rent adopted by the Henry Tax Review and the Rudd and Gillard Labor governments but also examines Marx's drafting notes on rent in volume III of Capital 2 and in his earlier Theories of Surplus Value 3 to try to understand why economic rent and in particular its resource version are an important part of tax reform in Australia.
It may seem a long jump from 1863 and agricultural rent to 2013 4 and the Australian mining boom, but Marx's discussion and later Marxist thinking I believe helps us to discern an alternative explanation for the taxation of economic rent and its role in the totality that is Australian capitalism. Taxing economic rent slows down or may slow down the trend to monopoly and helps redress both the redistribution of wealth (or, as we shall see soon, surplus value) from other sectors of capital to the oligopolists and if the mining sector is any indication, the over-accumulation of capital in the oligopolistic sectors. This paper will further argue that taxing economic rent acts as a substitute for competition in breaking down the effects of monopoly or oligopoly by reducing the rents such groups receive and that the aim of governments in using the rent revenue to redistribute to other sectors of capital (through for example tax cuts on companies) is to reduce the impact of the oligopoly or monopoly and to redistribute some of the monopolised wealth back to those other sectors of capital who believe it has been monopolised from them, at their expense. The danger for the state and the other non-productive hostile brothers is that because wealth, profit, surplus value, call it what you will at this stage, come from the productive process and are realised in the exchange process their ultimate existence depends on the continuing good health of the productive sector of capital, that sector where goods and services are made for the market.
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In the case of resource rent taxes the state is also acting as a landlord, trying to increase its share of the rent that arises as of course from the monopoly that is ownership of land with minerals underneath.
Our first step in this journey is a brief stop-over at the port of economic rent and the Henry Tax Review, plus the final product the MRRT. We will then detour briefly through some basic Marxist thought before we examine more closely Marx's discussion of rent to see how that can help us understand the drivers for taxing resource rents in Australia today.
example, if a worker is paid $100,000 but would still be willing to work at the same job if they were paid $75,000, their economic rent would be $25,000.
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A simple example might help. As Passant and McLeod put it:
…what does it take to get a supermodel to work? Linda Evangelista told Vogue that 'we don't wake up for less than $10,000 a day.' 10 While the example is hardly scientific, for the purposes of exposition it is appropriate. If a supermodel is paid more than that, and they are, it is economic rent. So a government could tax almost all of that excess without effecting a supermodel's work decisions. They would still go to work even if the economic rent reduced the return to 'just' $10,000 a day.
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The Henry Tax Review example itself is interesting because it focuses on labour rather than capital and perhaps hints at a future 'economic rent' tax on workers. 12 As we shall see 'the value of a worker's labour power, the wage, is simply the value required to reproduce the labour power, to provide the worker with food, clothing, shelter and other needs. In general this is far less value than the worker creates.' 13 Shifting tax burdens from capital to labour makes sense as one strategy to address falling rates of return to capital, as long as the shift doesn't impact too adversely on the price paid for labour power by for example reducing it below the capacity of workers to buy food, clothes, shelter and other elements of the reproduction of their labour power. The level of class struggle in a society would also be important in determining the capacity of capital to engineer such a shift.
If the Treasury example is a hint to the future then one would expect a flattening of income tax rates and perhaps an increase, especially around the average wage and above. The average wage in Australia is currently just over $70,000.
14 A two tier individual income tax system above a suggested tax free threshold of $25000 was in fact what the Henry Tax Review proposed, with 97% of taxpayers -those between $25,001 taxable income and $180000 paying a flat 35% rate on any income above the $250000 tax free threshold. Those earning more than $180000 would have paid a rate of 45% on any amount above that. However the consequence would have been an increase in tax paid by those earning, according to Australian Council of Trade Unions' research Officer Matt Cowgill 'between $35600 and $94100 ….while anyone earning above that amount would get a tax cut. 15 Rent taxes applying to labour, such as more comprehensive land taxes or even subterfuges like the Henry Tax Review proposals for 2 tax rates on individual income, may be a tempting solution to budget problems and declining profit rates. Labor may resist but an incoming conservative government might look at the flatter income tax rates more favourably, as they said in 2010 in response to the Henry proposals.
At the moment we have a Minerals Resource Rent Tax, a tax on the economic rent of iron ore and coal mining businesses. As we shall see the 'super profits' of business, whether they be as a consequence of monopoly like circumstances or the demand for finite resources, 17 are effectively a transfer to the monopolists or resource sector of the wealth 18 workers create or more accurately surplus value that the other brothers in the band of hostile brothers view as theirs. Rent taxes are a way of overcoming the effects of monopoly that transfer extra profit to these monopolists or resource companies at the expense of the other brothers because they make the profitability closer to the average.. These super profits arise from the fact that the prices of production are higher than the value of the product, to use Marxist terminology which hopefully becomes clearer as you read further in this article. Whether this is structural (through for example barriers to entry) or demand driven doesn't alter that fact that there is a re-distribution of surplus value going on from other capital and at their expense to resource capital and to their seemingly undeserved benefit. If the revenue from rent taxes is used to cut taxes on capital, then all the hostile brothers are rewarded by the distribution of the monopoly or super or extra profits back to them. Before we explore these ideas, let's look at what was at the heart of the Henry Tax Review and its recommendations for taxing resource rents.
B The Henry Tax Review
The first recommendation of the Henry Tax Review, and the key to understanding it, was:
Revenue rising should be concentrated on four robust and efficient broad-based taxes:
 personal income, assessed on a more comprehensive basis;  business income, designed to support economic growth;  rents on natural resources and land; and  private consumption.
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Dot point three clearly has economic rent as its rationale. 20 The Henry Tax Review's long term tax vision for Australia is in part to move to the taxation of economic rent and away from the taxation of ordinary income or capital. 21 This is part of a wider shift. 25 and to consider an allowance for corporate equity. 26 As I have argued elsewhere these recommendations are part of an even deeper structural tax change in general -to shift the tax burden from capital further on to labour. 27 Taxing the economic rent of business is part of that because among other things it enables rhetoric about taxing business while at the same time redistributing wealth within the band of hostile brothers by reducing the general company tax rate and company tax collections. It may also help to calm the waters of potential class struggle over tax burdens.
There is also in Henry some sort of commitment to the welfare state, reflected in the Review's comments about 'improving living standards, support for the needy, fairness, social advancement, security and protection of the environment.' 28 There is a stream of economic thought that believes that higher inequality leads to a less productive society, 29 or even to economic crises. 30 So taxing resource rents and in the long term all economic rents (for example of the banks too) may provide a sort of magic pudding 31 for social democratic governments to be able to continue to fund social services. However, the Labor Government was proposing to use a substantial part of any resource rent revenue to cut company taxes, from their current 30% to 25% in the short to medium term if Henry's recommendations are to be followed. 32 There is another aspect to taxing economic rent, and something I will deal with in another paper. Economic rent accrues not only to business; it accrues to workers through their ownership of land, mainly their homes So a move to immobile bases of tax like land and resources are part and parcel of a move to shift the burden of taxation from capital to labour. In the case of resource rent taxation the aim is to both redistribute surplus value through tax cuts back to the more competitive sectors of business whose surplus value has been expropriated by the monopolists or quasi monopolists and at the same time have the taxation of such rents act as an equalisation of profit factor by making returns closer to average profit by taxing them as super profits. These do not look like the actions of social democracy to me.
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Let's look briefly at the taxation of resource rents proposed in the Henry Tax Review. There are therefore two reasons to expect Australian governments to seek to extract the economic rent as revenue: it has lower economic costs than other forms of taxation; and it represents the value of public property that is being transferred to private ownership. Many Australians would add a third reason:
C Resource rent taxation
that the recovery of mineral rent from the companies to which rights to mine have been allocated for the community represents a move to more equitable distribution of income, in a way that has lower economic costs than other measures to promote distributional equity. However, we have a strong basis for efficient resource rent taxation without going into the distributional issues.
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Here is what Henry recommended:
RECOMMENDATION 45:
The current resource charging arrangements imposed on non-renewable resources by the Australian and State governments should be replaced by a uniform resource rent tax imposed and administered by the Australian government that:
a. is levied at a rate of 40 per cent, with that rate adjusted to offset any future change in the company income tax rate from 25 per cent, to achieve a combined statutory tax rate of 55 per cent; b. applies to non-renewable resource (oil, gas and minerals) projects, except for lower value minerals for which it can be expected to generate no net 45 Unlike the RSPT, which was to apply to almost all minerals and resources, the MRRT applies only to coal and iron ore and the rate of tax, effectively 22.5% on super profits (more difficult to fall within than under the RSPT) means little will be raised long term, especially in light of falling coal and iron ore prices.
The MRRT applies from 1 July 2012 to around 320 companies instead of the 2500 under the RSPT. 46 Only a small amount of resource rents will be captured by the MRRT for the community, as much as $10 billion less annually than would have been the case under the RSPT. 47 Indeed the media are reporting that the collection figures for the first quarter - Let's turn then to Marx as one of those early economic thinkers on rent. However to look at Marx's thinking on rent I need to explain some basic Marxist ideas to my audience.
IV SOME BASIC MARX
In this section we will look at some fairly basic ideas of Marx to enable us to understand his discussion of rent and the application of his ideas to resource rent taxes in Australia. These ideas include concepts like the different sectors of capital operating as a band of hostile brothers, value, the labour theory of value, competition, the organic composition of capital, profit rates, monopoly and class struggle. There is a band of hostile brothers 55 fighting over a share of the wealth which workers create. 56 The band includes productive capital, commercial capital, finance capital, landlords and the state. 57 Because capitalism is a global system, the brothers may well have different nationalities, but because capitalism is also nation based and protected by the state, which in extreme cases fights with others states over the division and re-division of the world, 58 those brothers also often belong to the same national tribe.
I should warn readers that this discussion is fairly basic; an introduction to ideas which are and can be very complex. This is in part because of Marx's dialectical method, moving from the concrete to the abstract and then back to the concrete with new understanding. What then are these abstract ideas? As Rubin puts it:
But, Marx says, however necessary the use of the analytical method is in the first stage of scientific enquiry, it cannot satisfy us in itself, and it must be complemented by another method. Once we have traced the complex phenomenon back to its basic elements by means of analysis, we have to take the opposite direction and, starting from the most abstract concepts, show how these develop to lead us on to more concrete forms, more concrete concepts. In our case, this progression from the simpler concepts to richer and more complex ones would be the movement from abstract labour to value, from value to exchange value and from exchange value to money.
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That quote is my way of squibbing the more detailed and complicated discussions about abstract labour, value, exchange value and money. The complexity partly arises from the fact that the subject matter, capitalism, is itself complex and partly because capitalism is a complex system of contradictory and conflicting relations so that the totality that it is in constant ferment and change. So against this background let's introduce ourselves to some of the more basic ideas
A

Surplus value
Marxists call the wealth the hostile brothers are fighting over surplus value. -goes to the owner of capital. The production processessentially the manufacture of goods and services for the market -is the site for the production of this surplus value. Once realised in exchange, this surplus value is distributed as profit to those capitalists who own the means of production, 62 as interest to finance capital, as commercial profits to the retailers, as rent to landlords and as taxes to the state.
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For Marx (and indeed for Ricardo and sometimes Adam Smith) it is labour which produces this wealth or surplus value.
B The Labour Theory of Value
This idea of surplus value flows from the labour theory of value. This is the idea that value is determined by the labour time embodied in goods and services sold on the market or as Callinicos puts it '…commodities -products sold in the market place -exchange in proportion to the socially necessary labour time required for their production.' 64 This is neither the time nor the place to go over the debates about this labour theory of value approach; my point is to use the concept and further developments of Marx's thought to see if they can help us understand what the taxation of economic rent really is about and why it may form a part of future revenue raising in Australia.
The idea itself is fairly simple, if controversial. As Kuhn and O'Lincoln put it: '… human labour is the only element in the production process which creates new value (as opposed to simply passing on the labour it embodies to the final product). 65 Callinicos's quote above indicates a number of things. Under capitalism goods and services are produced for the market, i.e. to be sold, to be exchanged.
What is it that commodities have in common, what characteristic is it that is in all goods and services which allows them to be exchanged for money, the universal equivalent, 66 62 The raw materials, machinery and other 'dead labour' used in the production process and the buildings and surroundings or environment in which production occurs such as, factories, mines, offices and the like. The circumstances are more complicated than that because productive capital often sells its goods to retailers who pay them out of past surplus value or in anticipation of future commercial profits on the goods purchased, often tided over by borrowing from finance capital. 63 Because this is an introduction, and the readership is those with an interest in tax, there are intricacies here that I don't not discuss but hope to in later papers. These include the taxation of workers, and the taxation of land as both the taxation of economic rent and the taxation of workers. If it is human labour which creates new value that does not mean the longer it takes to produce something the more value it contains that can be realised. Competition between capitals makes sure it is only the socially necessary labour time embodied in commodities which will exchange in the market place. Why socially necessary labour time? In a competitive world the labour time has to be the socially necessary labour time, otherwise the value of a good made by someone not as skilled in the task as others would be higher, but wouldn't sell compared to the cheaper and perhaps better made products of competitors.
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C Use values and exchange values
As well as his abstract concept of value, 74 Marx identifies 2 types of value that are contained in commodities. 75 The first is use value. Food for example has a use; to stop us starving and allowing us to live. The second is exchange value. 76 Food exchanges for money. Money makes comparable the labour embodied in one product with that in another, and in doing that helps hide the social and human relations involved in the creation and exchange of the products. It makes possible the exchange between commodities based on their labour by comparing for example the socially necessary labour time in a litre of milk to that in a kilo of bananas. The way this is done is through money.
This does not mean that prices are equivalent to their exchange value. The price of goods can and does fluctuate around their exchange value, for example because of changes in supply and demand. Monopoly or oligopoly may also increase prices of commodities under the control of the monopolists or oligopolists.
It is a leftwing criticism of capitalism that production is for profit, not to satisfy human need. This is because use values and exchange values do not always coincide. For example although food is an absolute necessity for human beings, according to the United Nation's Food and Agriculture Organisation: ' …868 million people continue to suffer from undernourishment, and the negative health consequences of micronutrient deficiencies there is more than enough food produced to feed everyone on the planet adequately, 79 it is not profitable to feed everyone.
D The value of labour
Labour power too has its own value. In fact it has both a value and a use value. Capital buys the labour power of the worker. This is her ability to work, at the appropriate exchange value or thereabouts, with the thereabouts depending in the main on the intensity and level of class struggle and whether economic crisis is engulfing the society and forcing capital to attack workers' living standards to restore profit rates. This exchange value -wages are its price reflection -is the socially necessary labour time required to regenerate the worker for the next day and into the future and includes immediate costs such as food, clothing, heating, transport and housing but also the support of children -the next generation of workerseducation, skills, health, and other long term requirements for capital. It also includes those 'extras' that exist as a consequence of the class struggle and social custom (for example enough for a few beers after work on Friday when work was male dominated or nowadays apparently a few wines). The use value of labour power is the actual labour performed, and in relation to productive labour the surplus value this creates for productive capital. .
E Competition and accumulation
Competition is the aorta to the extraction of surplus value and its reinvestment that is at the heart of capitalism. What is competition aimed at? The process of capitalist production is to turn money into more money (profit) via the production of commodities and their sale. 85 This defines capitalism. It is production for profit, profit that is in turn reinvested to make more commodities to sell at a profit. 'The purpose of capitalist production is, however, the self expansion of capital.' 86 As Marx famously put it:
Accumulate, accumulate! That is Moses and the prophets! "Industry furnishes the material which saving accumulates." Therefore, save, save, i.e., reconvert the greatest possible portion of surplus-value, or surplus-product into capital! Accumulation for accumulation's sake, production for production's sake: by this formula classical economy expressed the historical mission of the bourgeoisie, and did not for a single instant deceive itself over the birth-throes of wealth.
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In other words, 'this process of competitive accumulation is … the central driving force of capitalism.' 88 It is what makes it such a dynamic system. But it is also the source of a number of its problems. 89 Competition for profit forces individual capitalists to act as capital 90 and to mechanise their production to cheapen their products compared to their competitors. This has consequences for profit rates.
F Profit rates
Marx described his law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall as 'the most important law of modern political economy.' 91 Essentially Marx argues that the way capitalist production is organised leads to a tendency for profit rates to fall. The previous discussion argued that labour is the source of value in capitalist production. Competition forces capitalism to seek more efficient ways of exploiting labour. So over time greater and greater investment occurs in capital at the expense of labour. Yet if labour is the source of all value then over time this must mean, all other things being equal, that profit rates have a tendency to fall. The evidence seems to support this conclusion. about 82/83 till 97) but the long term trend appears downwards. 92 There is general agreement more or less among a range of left wing writers that profit rates now up to half those of the halcyon days of the 50s and early 60s.
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Countervailing tendencies exist like attempts to drive down workers' living standards, to decrease the share of national income going to labour, to lengthen the working day, to make workers work harder, to increase productivity and to cheapen the cost of necessities for workers to name a few. Another countervailing tendency is to reduce the share of surplus value the state demands, allowing more to go to the other brothers. This could involve a reduction in taxes on business and/or a reduction in government spending. As part of the overall process of shifting wealth from labour to capital to address falling profit rates you could also shift the burden of taxation on to workers or find a magic pudding like economic rent to tax as well. The Henry Tax Review proposal to shift the burden of taxation from mobile capital to fixed capital and other fixed tax bases such as consumption, mainly workers' consumption, and land, mainly workers' land, and economic rent of resources seem to fit into this model. capital -machines, buildings, raw materials and so on -and variable capital -labour, or more precisely labour power. In common parlance it is machines over men.
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Assume there are 2 capitalists in different industries. 94 Both Capitalist A and Capitalist B have the same wages bill to pay -$5000 a week. Assume too that each has the same rate of surplus value of 100%. In other words a worker works for them for 4 hours in an 8 hour day to produce the value necessary to regenerate her life and come to work the next day and the other 4 hours the value she produces goes to the boss. This means each receives profit of $5000 a week. However because they are different industries, the amount that each invests in constant capital is different. A invests $5000 a week in constant capital and B $10,000 a week.
The OCC of A (constant to variable capital) is $5000:$5000 or 1:1. A makes a profit of $5000 on an investment in wages and machines of $10,000. So her profit rate is 50%. On the other hand B's OCC is $10,000:$5000 or 2:1. B makes a profit of $5000 on an overall investment of $15000. So her profit rate is 33 1/3%. The higher the OCC the lower the profit rate.
A 50% return is better than a 33 1/3% return. So competition and capital mobility means that B will move some of her investment into A's industry to take advantage of the higher profit rate. This results in what 'Marx calls the equalisation of the rate of profit.' 95 Let's add the figures from A and B together. The total amount of capital invested (constant and variable) is $25000 ($10,000 from A and $15000 from B). The total surplus value is $10,000 ($5000 each). So the general rate of profit is $10,000 over $25,000 or 40%. In other words, the return A gets is $4000 and that B gets is $6000, a transfer from A to B of $1000 of surplus value, brought about by the equalisation of the rate of profit process, the flow of capital from the high OCC to the low OCC and changes in demand, sale above and below value and price changes that occur. 96 The Marxist Glossary of Terms site in talking about the rate of profit describes it thus:
It is a simple question of supply and demand: if at any given moment, for whatever reason, there is a super-profit to be made in a particular branch of industry, then capital flows into that industry. Companies engaged in the given branch of industry may enjoy a rise in the price of their stock, or capitalists in other industries may shift capital into the new area. Workers employed in the given industry find themselves much in demand, overtime is abundant and their wages rise, and more workers flood to work in the new trade. The rush of capital into the newly profitable activity leads to an oversupply of capital, the flood of workers to fill the shortfall eventually brings wages down again. Overproduction of the commodity brings about a fall in its price, with the result that the higher rate of profit which arose as a result of the lowering of the organic composition of capital (e.g., cheaper materials) disappears and the average rate of profit is restored. A recent example of this process has been seen in the boom in IT shares: the highest rates of profit attract high wages and high investment, but once everyone and their dog has set up in the IT business, over-inflated share prices crash, bankruptcies and unemployment follow. 97 What is going on? As Callinicos remarks:
It is as if all the surplus value pumped out of workers, wherever they may be employed, flows into a single pool from which capitalists draw profits in proportion to the sums they have invested. 98 It is a key argument of Marx that 'an equalised rate of profit prevails -as a general tendency -across the economy as a whole.' 99 It is competition within sectors and across sectors that turns different rates of profit into a general rate of profit. 100 The process of course is not static and one dimensional. As Cockshott and Cottrell put it, we are witnessing 'the restless search for the greatest possible profit.'
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To summarise here is what Marx says:
Since the capitals invested in the various lines of production are of a different organic composition, and since the different percentages of the variable portions of these total capitals set in motion very different quantities of labour, it follows that these capitals appropriate very different quantities of surplus-labour, or produce very different quantities of surplus-value. Consequently the rates of profit prevailing in the various lines of production are originally very different. These different rates of profit are equalised by means of competition into a general rate of profit, which is the average of all these special rates of profit.
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It is not only that there is a trend to a general profit rate in capitalism or a tendency of the rate of profit to fall. There is also a trend or tendency to monopoly.
H Monopoly
The tendency to monopoly is common to all areas of capital among the hostile brothers.
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Monopolies arise as a consequence of competition, 104 both within sectors of capital and between them, or because of the exercise of the power of the state or, in the case of resources, out of the monopoly that is land ownership, 105 very large capital costs as barriers to entry and high demand for finite resources. 106 Marx talked about the concentration and centralisation process that was born of competition, the big eating the small, growing bigger and bigger and fewer and fewer, spreading further and further. As Trotsky put it ..competition gradually consumes, not only the intermediary layers, but itself as well. Over the corpses and semi-corpses of small and middling capitalists emerges and ever-decreasing number of ever more powerful capitalist overlords. Thus out of honest, democratic, progressive competition grows irrevocably harmful, parasitic, reactionary monopoly.
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Why is this relevant? Rents accrue to monopolists or oligopolists because of the monopoly or quasi-monopoly they have and can exercise and to others like mining companies where a finite resource is in demand because in this case of a booming China and because the level of capital required to exploit the resources is beyond most capital.
Bourgeois economic theory would have it that such arrangements are temporary and that higher than normal profits will bring new players into the market, thus reducing average profit rates in that sector of the economy and overall. However barriers to entry may prevent that occurring for some time, if not indefinitely. Not everyone has the capital necessary to become a miner or bank or supermarket chain. Further if the processes of monopolisation are a consequence of competition, even if Sisyphean in their nature, then one consequence may be a monopolisation of capital and this institutionalises rent into the system.
As Sweezy puts it:
With monopoly (or oligopoly) prices replacing competitive prices, a uniform rate of profit gives way to a hierarchy of profit rates-highest in the most concentrated industries, lowest in the most competitive. This means that the distribution of surplus value is skewed in favor of the larger units of capital which characteristically accumulate a greater proportion of their profits than smaller units of capital, once again making possible a higher rate of accumulation.
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One consequence of competition is the concentration and centralisation of capital. As John Bellamy Foster, Robert W. McChesney, and R. Jamil Jonna put it: 'Monopoly … is the logical result of competition, and should be expected.' 109 By monopoly they do not mean a market with one seller. As they say when talking about monopoly they are referring to:
…firms with sufficient market power to influence the price, output, and investment of an industrythus exercising "monopoly power"-and to limit new competitors entering the industry, even if there are high profits. These firms generally operate in "oligopolistic" markets, where a handful of firms dominate production and can determine the price for the product. Moreover, even that is insufficient to describe the power of the modern firm. As Paul Sweezy put it, "the typical production unit in modern developed capitalism is a giant corporation," which, in addition to dominating particular industries, is "a conglomerate (operating in many industries) and multi-national (operating in many countries This is a debate I think the analysis of imperialism addresses adequately when Callinicos for example says that imperialism is the merging or close alignment of the nation state and national capital to defend and extend the influence and power of both globally in competition with other imperialist powers. 115 As China and US square off, that at least may hint at a return to the pre-1914 situation of blocs of capital coalesced in nation states competing for shares of a market already divided up. That however is a macro question arising from monopoly and one more suited for another day. The task today is to look at the microquestions arising from monopoly, including economic rent.
I Class struggle
An important element of Hegelian and Marxist thinking is the dialectic and the idea that totality is made up of contradiction. In the case of capitalism the fundamental class contradiction is between labour and capital, bourgeoisie and proletariat. It is this contradiction, this struggle between classes the produces change, 'a constant' to use the hackneyed idea of every two bob management consultant under the sun. The opening lines of the Communist Manifesto capture this contradiction as the motor of history well when Marx and Engels say:
The history of all hitherto existing society(2) is the history of class struggles.
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master(3) and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood in constant opposition to one another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a fight that each time ended, either in a revolutionary reconstitution of society at large, or in the common ruin of the contending classes.
In the earlier epochs of history, we find almost everywhere a complicated arrangement of society into various orders, a manifold gradation of social rank. In ancient Rome we have patricians, knights, plebeians, slaves; in the Middle Ages, feudal lords, vassals, guild-masters, journeymen, apprentices, serfs; in almost all of these classes, again, subordinate gradations.
The modern bourgeois society that has sprouted from the ruins of feudal society has not done away with class antagonisms. It has but established new classes, new conditions of oppression, new forms of struggle in place of the old ones.
Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, possesses, however, this distinct feature: it has simplified class antagonisms. Society as a whole is more and more splitting up into two great hostile camps, into two great classes directly facing each otherBourgeoisie and Proletariat.
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There are two aspects to this. First, class society arises when society produces more than enough to survive and a parasitic class can develop for whom production is not a necessity but who instead live off the labour of the productive members of society. These two groupsproducers and parasites -are opposing classes. 117 They stand in relation to and opposition to each through their roles in society, their ownership of capital or their labour power (to use the example under capitalism) and their relationship to production.
Second, these classes are in fundamental conflict. That is why for example working class defensive organisations like trade unions exist -reflecting both the division into classes and the struggle between them. So too the left/right divide in politics and the existence of social democratic or labour parties.
Conflict is fundamental because the interests of workers for better pay, secure jobs and a reasonable and less hurried and harried work environment conflict with those of capital for more production, a lower wages bill, speed ups, all to produce more profit. These divisions and pressures reflect not the good boss/bad boss stereotype but the 'inherent laws of capitalist production, in the shape of external coercive laws having power over every individual capitalists.'
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It doesn't mean that open class war occurs every day. Indeed Marx argued that it was often hidden and broke out occasionally. As Allen puts it:
The reality of class struggle is best captured by an image of trench warfare during the First World War. Occasionally there are great battles when one side charges the other's defences and considerable casualties ensue, but for much of the time the opposing forces hunker down and individuals try to avoid being picked off. Yet the trenches remain and the war continues.
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But when class struggle does break out society can be turned on its head. Indeed the development of the productive forces creates the conditions for not only an outbreak of class struggle but revolution itself. As Marx said, using a burrowing underground metaphor, only to see the upsurge spring forth: "We recognise our old friend, our old mole, who knows so well how to work underground, suddenly to appear: the revolution." 120 May 1968 in France comes to mind. The overthrow of the Stalinist regimes in Eastern Europe and the USSR, the Arab Spring and the class struggles against austerity in some countries in Europe today give backing to this view.
It may seem absurd to talk in these terms in Australia today. That is because class strugglestrikes and the like -are at historically low levels and have been for many years.
The strike figures in Australia for 2011 and previous years are at historic lows, not withstanding minor blips in 2011 and a slight increase in 2012 due to public servants in New South Wales and Queensland resisting new Liberal government attacks and building workers, teachers and nurses fighting for decent pay and conditions, and for the building workers safety on site. As Michael Janda put it in 2011:
When one smoothes out the volatility, Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR) figures show industrial disputes have declined steadily and significantly since limited protected industrial action was introduced in 1993.
The typical rate of work days lost per thousand employees at the start of the 1990s was between 40 and 60, for most of the 2000s it has been under 10. For the last half-decade, generally less than five.[1]
Comparing strike days lost now to the 1960s and 1970s shows an even bigger decline. As Jade Eckhaus writes '… in the 1970s annual strike days per 1000 workers varied between 600-1200…' [2] In other words since the 70s strike days lost in Australia have declined from up to 1200 per 1000 employees to five per 1000 employees. That is a fall of 240 to one or 2400 percent.
And the lack of class struggle has had entirely predictable results. Wealth has shifted to the already wealthy.
In The ACTU also reports that:
The This lack of class struggle has an impact on all aspects of Australian capitalism. Poverty has increased.
The low level of the dole and shifting many single parents onto it are but a part of this increasing inequality and poverty in Australia.
More than 2.2 million Australians, including almost 600,000 children, were living below the poverty line in 2010, according to the Australian Council of Social Service in a recent report.
Here is part of what ACOSS said:
The Even using the more restrictive figure, 2.2 million Australians living in poverty is 2.2 million too many. Further, the number of Australians in poverty has been increasing over time.
Poverty is a social construction, not something natural. There is more than enough wealth in Australia to abolish poverty almost overnight.
Inequality in Australia has increased since the 1980s. The OECD's key country findings for Australia in its Divided We Stand report included the fact that the share of national income of the richest one percent increased from 4.8% in 1980 to 8.8% in 2008. For the richest 0.1% their share trebled, from 1% to 3%. The report on global inequality found it had increased across the developed world and said that in Australia this was due to two factors -growing inequality of incomes and less progressive tax and transfer policies and outcomes.
While the earnings gap between the top 10% and bottom ten% of workers increased by one fifth, the tax system 'offset' only about half that increase. This is indicative of deeper tax changes since 1980 in Australia. Tax has become less progressive.
Australia is a low tax country and as a consequence a low government spending country. Why? Because the Howard Government cut tax rates for the rich when in Office.
As The Australia Institute says:
One of the reasons Australia is such a low-tax country is that the Howard government gave away much of the then budget surplus in tax cuts for the wealthy. In the years 2003-11 those tax cuts gave someone on average weekly earnings $26 per week while someone earning five times that received a tax cut of $367 a week.
So why not tax the rich?
The answer as to why this won't be done can be found in the embrace of neoliberalism and the consequent range of policies aimed at shifting wealth from labour to capital (the rich and big business) and the fact that global tax systems themselves are in competition for capital. . Taxing the rich would challenge that dominant wealth shifting idea and produce a response from the powerful -capital strikes, non-investment, price increases, wage cuts, job lossesthat would require further action such as price controls, nationalisations and even workers' control of industry. These are beyond the comprehension of neoliberal 'social democracy'.
Armed with this heady mix of some basic Marxist ideas, let's now look at what Marx has to say about rent. Concepts of economic rent come out of the early debates on ground rent and its intertwining with concepts of and the reality of unearned gain. As Keiper puts it:
In the many twists and turns of economic thought, land-rent has been supplanted gradually by a more generalized notion of economic rent, an element that can appear in any and all income payments. But, like its earlier counterpart, economic rent describes an unearned gain, a reward in excess of that required to bring forth a desired effort or function. In Australia we had the same response -huge crowds turning up very early to grab some bargains. Some stores opened at 5 am. Some customers slept out overnight to be the first to get the bargains. The Australian Retail Association estimates sales on Boxing Day could be just under $2 billion -the busiest retail day of the year.
Although Marx never went to a Boxing Day Sale, he wrote a few things that might help us understand it. In the first few pages of Volume 1 of Capital, Marx introduces us to the commodity -those goods and services produced to be sold on the market. Marx says commodities have a use value and an exchange value. You buy a cake because it has a use to you -for example it fills your belly, excites your taste buds and the sugar hit may give you a temporary feeling of euphoria.
Now one cake might be the same in value as a large box of Weetbix, also something useful to fill your tummy at breakfast time. Instead of working out the equivalence of each commodity (one cake equals one large box of Weetbix equals one five thousandth of a car) there is a universal equivalent which does the task for us. That universal equivalent is money. In other words the cake has an exchange value.
But what are we comparing when we compare cars and cakes and cereal in the market place? What is money the universal equivalent of? What is it that these commodities all have in common?
For Marx the answer was labour. It takes much longer to make a car than a cake, so, to put it crudely, they cost more. And all the machines required to make cars, cakes and cereal are in fact congealed labour -labour captured in the machine and passed on (depreciation is a rough guide to this) to the new commodity.
Marx draws a distinction between abstract labour -labour in general -and concrete labour, the actual labour involved in making different products. For those interested, here is what Marx says in volume 1 of Capital.
On the one hand all labour is, speaking physiologically, an expenditure of human labour power, and in its character of identical abstract human labour, it creates and forms the value of commodities. On the other hand, all labour is the expenditure of human labour power in a special form and with a definite aim, and in this, its character of concrete useful labour, it produces use values. [...] At first sight a commodity presented itself to us as a complex of two things -use value and exchange value. Later on, we saw also that labour, too, possesses the same twofold nature; for, so far as it finds expression in value, it does not possess the same characteristics that belong to it as a creator of use values. I was the first to point out and to examine critically this twofold nature of the labour contained in commodities. [...] this point is the pivot on which a clear comprehension of political economy turns.
So does abstract labour as the creator of value mean I could spend a day making a cake and sell it for more than say the capitalists who mass produce these cakes? No, of course not.
Let's assume it takes me 5 hours to make a cake -it takes me an hour to break an egg so it is possible -whereas let's assume the cakes in Woolworths are made in half an hour because unlike me the capitalists who make them have lots of fancy machinery and a skilled workforce competent at making cakes.
If I charged for my time I wouldn't be able to sell my cakes on the market. They'd be roughly ten times more expensive than mass produced cakes. So I'd sell them for the going market price -in other words not a realisation for my labour time.
If I didn't make the cake to sell but rather for my own enjoyment and satisfaction, then the cake isn't a commodity. It has a use value but no exchange value.
So Marx said the labour embedded in a commodity that goes into the exchange process is the socially necessary labour time. This is the average labour time at the average level of productivity that will sell on the market.
As Marx points out in the quote from him above, labour too is a commodity. It has an exchange value. Marx said that capital paid for labour power, the ability to work, and then in the production process had to extract labour from us. The price of the labour power (its exchange value) was the socially necessary labour time required to regenerate the worker (enough to buy food, clothes, housing, heating, transport, rest, relaxation etc) and the next generation (the kids) plus perhaps some 'extras' (say Friday night drinks) that arise because of custom and class struggle. This is where profit, and rent, and interest come from. Let me explain. The cake manufacturer pays you enough to cover your necessaries and to bring up your kids. That might take 5 hours of an 8 hour day in terms of the value you create. The other 3 hours is the time you spend working for the boss for free. In that time you create surplus value for your boss which when the cake is sold on the market becomes a money form and goes to the producer as profit, to the bank as interest, to the landlord as rent and so on. That is the use value workers have for bosses -they create surplus value.
Let's assume you are making Christmas cakes. Part of the use value of Christmas cakes is that they satisfy a socially constructed need -to celebrate Christmas with family and others in joy, which usually translates among other things as 'with food', and often in Australia 'with booze'.
After Christmas Day, unsold Christmas cakes in the supermarkets and elsewhere aren't so popular. Demand falls for them because they are only really useful as Christmas cakes on Christmas Day. So on Boxing Day they are on special at a discounted price.
The producer of Christmas Cakes has made her profit by selling the cake to Woolworths. Woollies sells the cake to cover costs, i.e. the cost of buying it from the producer, shipping it to stores etc and then putting a mark up on it, around the average rate of profit. Otherwise their cakes might be too expensive to sell if the mark up is much higher, especially if it is much higher than their competitor, i.e. Coles.
However the run up to Christmas for retailers is like minerals for mining companies but only for a short period. Christmas demand is, during OK economic times, so high that retailers can sell above the cost of production and above the average rate of profit. They make 'Christmas' super profits.
So in this unusual market time they can sell a number of cakes before Christmas at high prices because of demand. But they don't often sell all of them. Because capitalism is unplanned, producers, anticipating bumper sales at high prices, are likely to make too many Christmas cakes. But they will they hope have recouped their costs and at least the average rate of profit on all the cakes Woollies and Coles and the other retailers purchase from them for resale.
So Woollies and Coles and the other retailers can now sell the left over stock below the price of production -at below average rates of profit on the cost, and sometimes even below cost.
Similarly with Christmas gifts. The demand for many toys for example goes up exponentially at Christmas time. The use value to you in buying a Christmas present is the love and joy it engenders. In other words capitalism has commercialised love.
But your use value doesn't transfer over to your relative who will have little use for the twenty pairs of socks or 30 handkerchiefs you and others give them, on top of the dozens they already have, or for the new puppy. Animal shelters and recycle bins, as well as human shelters, runneth over during the Christmas period with unwanted gifts and people.
Boxing Day Sales appear to be a recent invention. This is no accident.
Another of Marx's ideas was that because of the way production is organised under capitalism there is a tendency of the rate of profit to fall. This occurs because competition forces capital to invest more in machines than in humans. Yet if human labour is the source of surplus value then over time this means, all other things being equal, profit rates will fall.
Of course not all other things are equal. Bosses can make us work longer. Instead of working for 5 hours to pay for our own costs and 3 hours for the boss in an 8 hour day, the boss could get us to work 9 hours a day, giving her an extra hour of surplus value extracted from us. Working hours across the developed world have been increasing over time. But there are only so many hours in a working day that can profitably be exploited.
Increased productivity, and the lessening of the costs of feeding, clothing and housing us etc, also act as countervailing tendencies, as do cutting our wages and conditions.
But the tendency shines through, and according to a raft of left wing writers, the rate of profit today in the developed world is up to half what it was in the 50s and 60s.
As the tendency of the rate of profit to fall re-asserted itself after the post war boom, the ruling elite abandoned Keynesianism and adopted neoliberalism as its main economic ideology. A reader recently asked what I mean by neoliberalism. Here is a brief response.
Elizabeth Martinez and Arnoldo Garcia identify five main elements of economic neoliberalism -the rule of the market, cutting public expenditure for social services, deregulation, privatisation and eliminating the concept of public good or community and replacing it with individual responsibility. For me the essence of neoliberalism is also captured by Eddie Cimorelli when he says:
Neoliberalism is a particular organisation of capitalism. Its most basic feature is the use of the state to protect capital, impose market imperatives on society and curb the power of labour.
The neoliberal onslaught was led politically by Margaret Thatcher in the UK and Ronald Reagan in the US and their elections in 1979 and 1980 respectively opened the way for the adoption of the ideology of neoliberalism in various guises across the globe. It was for example the Hawke Labor Government in Australia in 1983 which began the process of neoliberalisation of the Australian economy.
For a time these policies seemed to work and profit rates began to climb again until the mid 90s. They have been in decline more or less ever since.
So as profit rates decline and neoliberal governments come to power, one seeming way to increase sales and hence profits for retail capital is to free up the labour market (for example abolish penalty rates) and at the same time remove restrictions on holiday opening hours. This entails an assault on shop workers' holidays, holiday pay, starting times and the like.
So a combination of monopoly like exploitation of Christmas, declining profit rates and neoliberal governments, and in Australia at least, weak unions such as the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Union, combined to allow 'entrepreneurial' retailers to offer massive cut price January sales a week earlier, on Boxing Day. Those retailers who did this first reaped a benefit, until all retailers followed suit. Then they are all back where they started from and the next round in the hamster wheel run begins.
By the way, these groundbreaking 'entrepreneurs' often first had to force governments to remove restrictions on hours, times and pay and conditions before they could in fact open on Boxing Day.
However because the advantage of selling on Boxing Day is only temporary as more retailers join in, the pressure to outwit competitors and gain some shallow sales advantage is still there.
In Australia consumers, by and large workers, have been reluctant to spend up big since the Global Financial Crisis. So retailers haven't been making the sales before Christmas that they had in the past. Their Christmas monopoly is dying, if not dead.
So now what we find is that some retailers are beginning to offer post-Christmas sales on Christmas day, or even post Christmas prices before Christmas (I kid you not) to entice workers to buy. But that of course cuts the 'Christmas' super profits the retailers are making. The monopoly is undone.
Enough of Christmas's past.
Let's turn then to Marx as one of those early economic thinkers on rent, among other things, to see if his ideas can help us untangle the taxation of resource rents in Australia. I hardly need add most mainstream commentators on tax policy and other matters do not investigate Marx's thought and for that reason there may be insights into understanding for us that we would not otherwise have been introduced to but for this paper.
D MARX ON RENT
Marx's more mature ideas about rent are contained in chapters 37 to 47 of Volume III of Capital. 122 That volume, published by Engels after Marx's death, from Marx's notes, is about the distribution of surplus value, not its creation. 123 As mentioned previously, surplus value is the difference between what a worker is paid and the value she creates. 124 This is not just about 'unearned gain' but about the nature of exploitation under capitalism, the transfer of surplus value from workers to bosses. The creation of surplus value occurs in the realm of production, not after that in circulation or distribution.
Land is a tool in production, not a creator of value. As Marx put it: 'Landed property has nothing to do with the actual process of production. Its role is confined to transferring a proportion of the produced surplus value from the pockets of capital to its own. ' 125 This in my view is absolutely essential to understanding the real nature of economic rent. It is also important to stress that land cannot create surplus value. 126 Nature is an adjunct, a tool for surplus value, but it is labour which creates the specific surplus value arising under capitalist relations of production. As Marx said: "Value is labour. Therefore surplus-value cannot be earth." 127 But saying that doesn't divorce exchange from production. As Meek puts it '... the principle [is] that conditions of exchange should properly be analysed in terms of conditions of production.' 128 Land is part of production; it is not the process 129 but through the pressure the landlord exerts on capital 130 and because 'large landed property is a prerequisite and condition of capitalist production' 131 as well as having 'the appearance of being the personification of one of the most essential conditions of production' becomes part of production.
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In Chapters 37 to 47 of Volume III of Capital Marx discusses and analyses rent for the use of land in capitalist agriculture. 133 He regards the arguments in relation to minerals in the same light. 134 What Marx is concerned with is to understand how the surplus value productive workers create is transformed into ground rent. 135 Ground rent is 'the pure payment to raw and independent of the improvements thereon.' 136 
A Differential rent
Differential Rent I recognises that land has different fertility. Thus two capitalists might invest the same amount into production of an agricultural product yet because the land of one is more fertile than the other their return (assuming all other things being equal) will be higher than that of their competitor. The difference is Differential Rent I. The same argument applies to minerals. Some land will have minerals of a higher grade than others. For some too the minerals or resources will be more accessible. The higher grade resources, the more easily accessible minerals, will produce Differential Rent I. For those used to the language of mainstream economists Freebairn and Quiggin put it this way in explaining both economic rent and higher grade ores or accessibility:
Executives of mining industries have in front of their desks graphs showing the ranking of mines or wells in their industry (globally as well as within Australia) by cash and accounting cost per unit of output (see, for example, summary graphs in Daley and Edis, 2010, and references therein). For the main minerals, including iron ore, bauxite, copper and coal, and for oil and gas wells, it is not uncommon for the bottom quartile cost mines to operate at a half or less of the cost of the upper quartile cost units. With highly competitive industry structures in a global market setting a price that just covers the costs of the marginal mine, economic rents are created for the inframarginal mines. This rent is greater the more favoured is the natural endowment of the mine.
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Differential Rent II recognises that different rents arise as a consequence of different productivity, for example more modern machinery or the use of better fertiliser and so on. But Marx's point is not just that improving fertility improves profitability proportionally; it makes less fertile land more fertile land and hence moves it into the realm of 'extra' profits greater than the expenditure increase merely proportionality would produce, at the same time however reducing the overall average profitability of the particular agricultural type. Again the same is the case for mines and other mineral extraction. Some companies, for example big mining companies, will have more capital intensive and efficient means of extracting the mineral or resource from the earth. They will receive extra above average returnsdifferential rent II -for this.
It is the least cost efficient but still market competitive mine that sets the benchmark for the appropriate profit rate in the mining industry and companies operating at higher levels of efficiency receive rents -differential I or II -as a consequence. 141 What that market competitive appropriate profit rate is would depend on the demand for the particular resource, the grade of ore etc, the capital efficiency and even the cost for example of producing substitutes. Let's operate on the assumption that Chinese demand for Australian resources and minerals is making it cost effective to open up some previously uncompetitive mines. Those above this rate of return will receive differential rents.
Because a resource rent tax applies to rates of return over and above the minimum needed for investment to occur in the mining industry, the taxation of resource rents will in fact include these differential rents since they will be contributors to the make-up of 'super-profit' as defined under the legislation. However that is only the beginning of the story.
B Absolute Rent
An issue Marx struggled with was absolute rent. It was the component of the rent payment received for just being the owner of the land. It flows to the owner, the landlord, not because of any improvements on the land, for example, but because of their ownership of the land, itself a monopoly (more of which later.)
At the time Marx wrote, the level of capital investment in agriculture was lower than in industry in general. This appears to have been true too of mining. Both were labour rather than capital intensive. In other words, the organic composition of capital (the ration of capital to labour) was low in agriculture and the mining industry. This has implications for the return that landlords could obtain.
Absolute rent results from differences in capital investment in agriculture compared to industry. Because this level of investment ('the organic composition of capital') is lower in agriculture than industry it can make absolute rents. 142 By way of explanation, Mandel says that Marx's theory of rent:
… means that as long as productivity of labour in agriculture is generally below the average of the economy as a whole (or more correctly: that the organic composition of capital, the expenditure in machinery and raw materials as against wages, is inferior in agriculture to that in industry and transportation), the sum total of surplus-value produced in agriculture will accrue to landowners + capitalist farmers taken together, and will not enter the general process of (re)distribution of profit throughout the economy as a whole.
How so? I mentioned above in discussing OCC, industries where the organic composition of capital is low will have higher profit rates but that competition would tend to average out or equalise profit rates. Capital would flow to the high profit area reducing the level of profitability there. But what happens if that free flow of capital cannot occur? Here's how Marx puts it:
If capital meets an alien force which it can but partially, or not at all, overcome, and which limits its investment in certain spheres, admitting it only under conditions which wholly or partially exclude that general equalisation of surplus-value to an average profit, then it is evident that the excess of the value of commodities in such spheres of production over their price of production would give rise to a surplus profit, which could be converted into rent and as such made independent with respect to profit. Such an alien force and barrier are presented by landed property, when confronting capital in its endeavour to invest in land; such a force is the landlord vis-à-vis the capitalist.
landownership under capitalism entails distributional arrangements -the capacity to appropriate rent -.which are in potential conflict with sustained accumulation.'
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One point that Marx is making is that individual property contains within it its own monopoly -the exclusion of all others if necessary from productive activity on the particular piece of land or allowing such activity for a payment that includes what Marx calls groundrent -the amount 'which is paid for the use of the land as such -be it in a natural or cultivated state.' 167 As already argued absolute rent can only arise when there are both these forces alien to completion and preventing it and where the OCC is low. But monopoly rent can arise when those alien forces continue but the OCC is high. Absolute rent then becomes one specific and special case of monopoly rent.
Certainly David Harvey calls monopoly rent one of the 4 cases of rent Marx looks at, in addition to absolute rent and differential rents I and II. 168 Of course monopoly in the case of land and minerals is a monopoly of certain lots of land, not all land or minerals so that competition between different plots and areas exists while the products of each monopoly owned section of land containing the minerals -the extracted and sometimes processed minerals -are in competition both with similar monopoly blocs in Australia and overseas.
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But that is looking at land and the minerals it contains in the process of production and the creation of surplus value, i.e. the land in the hands of the capitalist exploiter. in their roles as landlord, as owner of the minerals. They are monopoly rent because they arise from the ability of the state to withhold access to the land and/or the minerals in the subsoil. Are these absolute rents? No, because the capitalist exploiting the minerals has a high OCC. Are they monopoly rents? Absolutely. This means they actively curtail surplus value production and are a distribution of surplus from the mining sector and other capitalists to the state.
However it is not just the States and Territories who want a share of the action on the earth that makes up Australia and the resources it contains. The Rudd Labor Government's proposed RSPT on all minerals 174 was in effect a rent tax based on the monopoly profits of the mining companies, these purloined or filched profits. It is the landlord using its Commonwealth taxing powers to win some rent from the mining companies for their use of the minerals. The Commonwealth wanted a share of the monopoly profits of the mining companies. It is a de facto claim to ownership; the Commonwealth proclaiming it too is a landlord and extracting rent through the proposed RSPT or actual MRRT. The catchcry that the minerals belong to all Australians' was the way this claim to Commonwealth landlordism was often translated. However, the proposed MRRT and the actual MRRT are after the event taxes, i.e. they are part of the re-distribution of surplus process, not rent imposed by the state as landlord in the production of surplus as the State and Territory charges are.
The mining company hostile brothers mounted a furious campaign against the Resource Super Profits Tax of the Commonwealth. They won. The Labor Party dumped Kevin Rudd as Prime Minister and his replacement, Julia Gillard, replaced the RSPT with a watered down version, the Minerals Resource Rent Tax, applying only to coal and iron ore. The landlord, even when it is the Commonwealth Government, does not have overwhelming power. The hostile brothers can and do fight viciously among themselves and who wins will be a matter of politics as much as economics.
However, the victory of the mining companies only means they were able to stop the Commonwealth filching some of their monopoly rent. They are still successfully winning extra surplus value, monopoly rent, from the other hostile brothers. The poor design of the MRRT means that within the context of the Commonwealth imposing increased monopoly rent on some coal and iron ore producers, the States and Northern Territory can increase their rent at the expense not of the mining barons but of the Commonwealth. The MMRT has given them a cover for their own filching -of the Commonwealth.
One element missing from this battle between 2 landlords for rent is the reality that they are landlords through the usurpation of the original owners, the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. A recognition of this fact if it were to happen might result long term in a secure economic base for the original owners as landlords of all the land, entitled to rent and monopoly rent. Native title and the right to negotiate are born of and reinforce the dispossession of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and the 'right to negotiate' under the Native Title Act '… is a flawed system for negotiating mining leases [which] has meant that indigenous parties are often severely disadvantaged.' 175 The result is that a majority of agreements under the Act, which of course means the indigenous people have to already have established native title, no easy task in itself, offer '…limited or negligible economic benefits. They added little to existing legislative protection of cultural heritage and the environment.'
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E Dining at the table of the hostile brothers
When the Commonwealth imposes a form of resource rent tax it impacts on the profitability of the resources impacted. Assuming the tax cannot be passed on to any of the capitalist brothers by increasing further the prices of production, it reduces the profitability of the activity; it in other words produces a result similar to competition. It helps to some extent overcome the alien forces creating monopoly profits in mining, monopoly profits arising from exchange at production prices above value. Because the resource monopoly does not create new surplus value but merely re-distributes it, the consequence is that the resource monopoly rent is at the expense of the other brothers. So in theory a tax on resource rent that is redistribute to all of the brothers via tax cuts arguably should have been supported by the other brothers. There are some reasons why it wasn't. First some of the other brothers, especially the Big 4 Banks -the banking oligopoly -in Australia might have understood they would be the next of the brothers subject to a rent tax.
Further, rent taxes may imply or send a more general message that it is OK to tax business especially for social welfare spending, undermining both the redistribution of monopoly rent taxes to other business via tax cuts and perhaps engendering 'class warfare' around slogans like tax the rich and big business. A much better solution to all this messy tax debate would be from business's short-sighted approach be to cut social spending, or if tax is to be on the agenda, to concentrate more specifically on taxing labour, not capital. This explains I believe the push for land tax and the ongoing and incessant calls to broaden the base of the Goods and Services Tax and increasing its rate.
IV A CONCLUSION
What can we say to wrap up this discussion? Taxing resource rent is about taxing monopoly rents accruing to mining capital. The state as landlord -both Commonwealth and States and Territories -want to tax these rents to recoup some of the monopoly rent accruing to mining capital. In doing this they are both filching some of the filched surplus value from the monopoly mining capitalists and at the same time would be returning it in the case of the Commonwealth through significant company tax cuts, if they were to go ahead, to all the hostile brothers, especially those whose surplus value has been redistributed to mining capital. Taxing resource rent reduces the profitability of mining capital, acting as a substitute for competition and helping overcome the alien forces that prevent the equalisation of profit to occur through competition.
